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What does “Learning Disabilities” mean?
Learning disability is a disorder that a�ects one’s ability to learn normally. 
It in�uences the learning process that includes memory, understanding, 
attention, thinking and learning strategies. In addition; math skills and 
ability to produce language orally or in writing are a�ected, mostly reading 
and writing skills (spelling, written expression, handwriting). Learning 
disability does not include mental disability, emotional disorder, visual and 
auditory impairments and multiple disability since such disabilities can be 
the direct cause of some di�culties su�ered. Social or cultural deprivation 
is excluded, too.

A brief  on the Charitable Association for Learning 
Disabilities: 
�e Charitable Association for learning disabilities is the �rst Association 
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to serve people with learning disabilities 
and was established in the year 2010  (1431H) in Riyadh region.
• �e O�cial Opening of Jeddah branch was on 10/ 12/ 2012 (1434). 
• �e O�cial Opening of Madinah branch was on 25/ 8/ 2014 (1435). 
It provides services Such as diagnosis, education, consultation, training and 
awareness for those who have learning disabilities as well as for those who 
are professionals in the �eld of learning disabilities. It also has many social 
and educational programs and activities.

Vision
Our services for people with learning disabilities must be pioneer, 
integrated, and comprehensive.  

Message
To enable people with learning disabilities to succeed and develop their 
capabilities so that they can participate in social development as well as 
supporting joint work and e�ective programs with related sectors. 

Values
1- Uniqueness
-  A National Charitable Association.
-  A Single Association in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabic. 
 
2- Serving Learning Disabilities cases
-  Evaluating cases of Learning Disabilities and determining the 
appropriate treatment.
- Finding ways and methods that makes the society interacts with our 
goals.
- Studying their problems and developing their abilities.
- E�ective participation in society.

4- Financial resources
 - Find channels of expenditure on the Assembly and ensure its services 
e�ectively.
- Financial support for cases that require it.
Innovation and stimulate e�ective solutions. -

5- Development and performance improvement
- Building information serving programs, projects and activities of the 
Association and the development sector and researchers in General.
- Cooperation and exchange of visits and con�gure experience and 
training.
- Social studies and surveys, and performance indicators.

6- Communication, education and information
- Assembly identity.
 - Participate in forums and festivals, workshops, Journal of the 
Association and social networking sites.
- Incentive awards for creative implementation of pouch and treats. 

Goals
1- Developing the skills and abilities with learning disabilities.
2- Learning and diagnostic services, advisory activities and programs.
3- Developing performance methods to serve people with learning 
disabilities and their families, specialists and specialists.
4- Community and strategic partnership with relevant actors and 
sectors.
5- To enable the Assembly to invest their income in order to achieve 
sustainability and public bene�t of the society.
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